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Abstract:Tree as a non-linear data structure is very useful in the field of informatics. This paper discusses the technique of 

storing tree data into arrays. The trees discussed are the Binary Tree and General Tree types. 
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1. Introduction 

 

A tree is a set of one or more vertices, where one vertex is defined as the root and the rest can be divided into 

a number of non-empty sets, and each of these sets is a sub-tree of the root.  

The formal definition of a tree is:  

Given a Graph G = {V, E}.  

with  

V is the set of Vertices, and  

E is the set of edges.  

Thus, a Tree T is a subset of Graph G, which is connected, undirected, and does not contain cycles. 

 

2. Theory 

 

In the discussion about trees, there are a number of terms that must be known and will be discussed briefly.  

Root vertex: Root R is a vertex that is at the very top in a tree. If R contains NULL, then the tree is empty.  

Sub-trees: If the root vertex R does not equal NULL, then the T1, T2, and T3 trees are called sub-trees of root 

R.  

Leaf vertex: A vertex A is called a leaf vertex if and only if it has no more vertices below it (terminal vertex). 

Path: (also called walk) is a sequence of edge tracing from vertex A to vertex n.  

Ancestor vertex: A vertex A is called an Ancestor if there is a vertex predecessor in the path from root to vertex 

A. Root R has no ancestor. 

Descendant vertex: Conversely, a vertex A is called a descendant vertex, if there is a successor of vertices from 

vertex A in the path to the leaf. Leaf vertex has no descendant.  

Level: Every vertex in Tree T, is always assigned a level such that root R is at Level 0. The successor of root 

is at Level 1. Every vertex is always at a higher level than its ancestor. All child vertices are at the +1 parent level.  

Degree: The degree (degrees) of a vertex is equal to the number of children the vertex has. Thus, the degree of 

the leaf vertex is zero.  

In-degree: The in-degree of a vertex V is the number of edges leading to vertex V. Whereas the Out-degree of 

a vertex V is the number of edges leaving vertex V. [1] 

 

3. Scope of Problem 

 

Given that there is such a broad discussion about trees, it is necessary to limit the scope of binary tree and 

general tree storage techniques with vertices labeled using arrays only. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

Trees are widely used in the field of Informatics, for example, storing hierarchical data, Huffman coding for 

data compression, analyzing chess games, building an artificial intelligence system and many more.  

The following will discuss the tree data structure storage technique. 

 

4.1. Binary Tree and Sequential encode. 

Binary tree, is a subset of trees, with each node having only one in-degree and (maximum) two out-degrees. 

Figure 1, shows a complete binary tree.  

Algorithm 1, is used to store data from the tree in Figure 1 into an array. 
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Fig 1. Complete Binary Tree. 

 

 

encode1() 

j = 0 

untuk setiap level dalam tree: 

   untuk setiap verteks di dalam level: 

      tree[j] <- verteks 

      inc(j) 

end. 

 

 

Algorithm 1. Encode Tree. 

In the algorithm above, the Tree is visited level by level. At each level, the labels of the vertices are recorded 

in a one-dimensional array [0 .. n] sequentially. The results of recording the array against the tree in Figure 1, can 

be seen in Figure 2. As shown, for a tree with n vertices, n storage space is required as well. Recording is done 

efficiently and there is no waste of storage space. The tree hierarchy hasn't changed either. For example, the child 

of vertex i, is assigned to locations 2i and 2i + 1. Complexity The encode1 algorithm runs at O (n ^ 2). 

 

 
Fig 2. encoded Binary Tree. 

An encoding process will be useless if there is no way to recover the stored data (decoding process). The tree 

decode process is carried out using the information in the previous paragraph and returns the tree to its original 

state. Decode algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2. [2] The decode_tree algorithm returns the tree to its initial 

state before it was encoded, and the tree hierarchy remains unchanged. The complexity of the decode_tree 

algorithm runs at O (n), which means that the algorithm is very good. Nothing is better than O (n). 

 

decode1() 

untuk i dari 1 sampai n: 

   draw_edge(i, 2i) 

   draw_edge(i, 2i + 1) 

end. 

 

 

Algorithm 2. Decoded Tree. 
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However, these encode and decode techniques are only good for a complete binary tree. If used on an 

uncomplete binary tree, as shown in Figure 3., this technique will cause problems. The problem is a waste of 

storage space. The tree in Figure 3., will be stored in the array shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig 3. Uncompleted Binary Tree 

 

 
Fig 4. Array for Uncomplete Binary Tree in fig 3. 

Seeing this problem, another more reliable algorithm is needed. The algorithm must be effective in decoding 

and must be efficient in terms of using storage space. In addition, it is too naive to expect that there will only be 

two choices for solving a problem. [2] 

 

 

4.2. Prüfer Number. 

Prüfer Number, is an encode and decode tree technique (cq General Tree) based on one of the Cayley theorems, 

which states that: "There are exactly n ^ (n-2) different trees, for a Graph G with n vertices.". [3] The theorem was 

proved by Prüfer in 1918 and derived by creating an algorithm to encode and decode a tree [4, 5]. 

 

 
 

Fig 5. General Tree 

The Prufer Number encoding algorithm is very simple and easy to follow. Consider the tree in Figure 5. The 

whole process is formulated into Algorithm 3.  
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Fig 6. Prufer Number Encode. 

The encoding process for storing a tree in the Prufer Number starts by finding the smallest leaf in the tree, 

which is vertex 1. Then find the parent, vertex 3. Then save the parent label as the first Prufer Number. Next, the 

edges between the smallest leaf and its parents are removed. Thus the leaf vertex is no longer part of the tree. The 

tree after the first step, changes to Figure 7.  

 

 
 

Fig 7. Tree after 1st iteration 

Proses diulang, sekarang leaf terkecil adalah 2, dan parent-nya adalah 4. Tambahkan 4 pada Prufer Number, 

lalu hapus edge antara 2 dan 4. Vertex 2, seperti juga vertex 1, sekarang bukan lagi menjadi bagian dari tree. 
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Fig 8. 2nd Iteration 

The process is repeated, until there are two vertices and one edge left, Figure 9. As you can see, algorithm 3 

runs on O (n), and takes n - 2 storage space, where n is the number of vertices in the tree. 

 

 

 

 

encode2() 

sampai tersisa 2 verteks: 

   h <- leaf terkecil 

   prufer[i] <- parent(h) 

   hapus_edge(h, parent(h)) 

end. 

 

Algorithm 3. Encode Prufer Number. 

 

 
 

 

Fig 9. Final State Tree and Prufer Number. 
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Fig 10. Encode Prufer Number. 

The next step is to change the Prufer Number back to a tree. Take a look at Figure 10. The decoding process 

requires the original Prufer Number, P [i], and another list, Q [i], which contains all the vertices not in the original 

Prufer Number, ordered from smallest to largest.  

Take the first Prufer Number and Q. Connect the two vertices. If P [1] is no longer present in the remainder of 

P, transfer P [i] into Q. Delete Q [1] and P [1]. The process is repeated until there are two vertices in Q. Connect 

the two, and the process stops. The whole process is formulated into Algorithm 4. 

 

 
 

 

FIg 11. 1st iteration result 

 

 

decode2() 

p <- original prufer 

q <- semua verteks yang tidak ada dalam p, 

     diurut ascending. 

 

untuk semua verteks dalam p: 

   p1 <- p[1] 

   q1 <- q[1] // q dengan nilai terkecil 

   draw_edge(p1, q1) 

   hapus(p[1]) 

   hapus(q[1]) 

   jika p1 tidak ada lagi dalam sisa p: 

      1. tambahkan p1 pada q. 

      2. urutkan kembali q. 

akan tersisa tepat 2 buah verteks dalam q. 

draw_edge(q[1], q[2] 

end. 

 

 

Algorithm 4. Decode Prufer Number. 

The Decode algorithm runs on O (n) and requires 2n of storage space. This is due to the creation of an additional 

list (list Q) to accommodate all the vertices that were not in the original Prufer Number.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

From the two types of tree data storage techniques that have been discussed, it can be concluded that the two 

techniques both have O (n) complexity in decoding. The Prufer Number technique at the time of encoding has the 

advantage in terms of using storage space over the sequential technique which has problems if the Binary Tree is 

incomplete. Conversely, when decoding, the Prufer Number Technique requires additional space, which is not 

needed in sequential techniques. 
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